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On September 19, 2005, the Commission on Federal Election Reform, co-chaired by
former President Jimmy Carter and former Secretary of State James Baker III, issued a report
with recommendations for reforming the administration of U.S. elections.1 Unfortunately, the
Commission did so after only two limited hearings and no call for public comment. The
Commission’s final report betrays the cursory nature of its study, proceeding in places based on
anecdote and supposition, rather than on rigorous analysis and empirical fact. As a result,
although a number of its recommendations could improve our electoral system, several of its
suggestions would be damaging and should not be included in any proposal for election reform.
Election reform should seek to ensure that every eligible American citizen has a
meaningful opportunity to participate in a fair political process. If that opportunity is to be
restricted, it must be absolutely clear that the benefits of such a restriction outweigh its costs.
The sections of the Commission’s report addressed in this paper depart from this fundamental
standard.
While our election system is undeniably in need of substantial structural and
administrative improvement, the burden of reform must not be borne by voters. The problems
with American elections are not caused by American voters. They are caused by inadequate
attention to election administration, insufficient resources, and unfair and unreasonable rules and
procedures often designed and administered by elected or partisan individuals with an interest in
the outcome of elections. Unfortunately, several sections of the Commission’s report seem to
shift the blame to regular Americans, and as a result, make recommendations that are likely to
exclude a significant number of citizens from the political process—especially those who have
traditionally been disadvantaged by restrictions at the polls.
Commissions can serve a vital public purpose in focusing the nation’s attention on issues
of national importance. Final action on those issues, however, deserves more careful study than
was provided by the Carter-Baker Commission. The Commission’s report, though helpful in
some respects, should be viewed as no more than a contribution to the national conversation on
election reform—and a call for further research, analysis, participation, and discussion on those
issues. Nonetheless, because the Commission’s report delivers specific recommendations on
many pressing issues of election administration—describing itself as “a comprehensive proposal
for modernizing our electoral system”2—it is necessary to confront directly several of its
conclusions.
This paper addresses the main substantive flaws in the Report, refuting in detail its
recommendations that “Real ID” cards be used for voter identification, that Social Security
numbers be spread through interstate databases and on ID cards, and that states restore voting
rights to people convicted of felony convictions only in certain cases and only after they have
completed all the terms of their sentence.3 These recommendations are ill-advised and should
not set the standard for election reform in the states.
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Chapter I
THE IDENTIFICATION RECOMMENDATIONS (SECTION 2.5) WILL
UNJUSTIFIABLY EXCLUDE MILLIONS OF LEGITIMATE AMERICAN VOTERS

The Report’s most troubling recommendation is that states require voters to present a
“Real ID” card or a similar “template” ID as a condition of voting. Recommendation 2.5.1
provides:
To ensure that persons presenting themselves at the polling place are the ones on
the registration list, the Commission recommends that states require voters to use
the REAL ID card, which was mandated in a law signed by the President in May
2005. The card includes a person’s full legal name, date of birth, signature
(captured as a digital image), a photograph, and the person’s Social Security
number. This card should be modestly adapted for voting purposes to indicate on
the front or back whether the individual is a U.S. citizen. States should provide an
EAC-template ID with a photo to non-drivers free of charge.4
This recommendation is more onerous than the photo ID proposal rejected by the
Commission’s predecessor in 2001 and is more restrictive than any ID requirement adopted in
any state to date.5 It would impose substantial—and for some, insurmountable—burdens on the
right to vote.
Unfortunately, the Report fails to undertake a serious cost-benefit analysis of the
advantages that would supposedly be realized by a “Real ID” requirement and the harms it will
produce. This ID requirement is purportedly intended to prevent “voter fraud,” and yet the
Report itself concedes that “[t]here is no evidence of extensive fraud in U.S. elections or of
multiple voting” before asserting, without any meaningful support, that “both occur.”6 As
discussed at length below, the forms of fraud that could be prevented by voter ID are
exceedingly rare and risky. In contrast, compelling evidence shows that the “Real ID” proposal
will disenfranchise countless eligible voters. Rather than analyzing the empirical data to assess
whether its recommendations are sensible, however, Section 2.5 of the Report begins and ends
with anecdote and supposition. The lack of rigor exhibited in the Report on this politically
controversial issue undermines its credibility and appearance of objectivity. And while it might
be true that in a close election “a small amount of fraud could make the margin of difference,”7 it
is equally true that the rejection of a much larger number of eligible voters could make a much
bigger difference in the outcome. In the end, the exclusion of voters through restrictive ID
requirements will erroneously determine the outcome of many more elections than any
speculative fraud by individual voters at the polls.
Not only does the Report fail to justify the creation of stringent identification
requirements, but it also does not explain why the goals of improved election integrity will not
be met through the existing provisions in the Help America Vote Act of 2002 (HAVA),8 which
have only recently been implemented in the states, and the effects of which have not yet been
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fully analyzed. Nor does the Report consider alternative measures to advance its goals that are
less restrictive to voters.
For the reasons discussed below, it is apparent that the Commission has not adequately
examined the real impact of its ID recommendations. The costs of those recommendations far
outweigh any benefits they may achieve.
A. THE PROPOSED ID REQUIREMENTS WILL SEVERELY BURDEN VOTERS
The Commission’s recommendation that eligible citizens be barred from voting unless
they are able to present a souped-up “Real ID” card is a proposal guaranteed to disenfranchise a
substantial number of eligible voters.
Millions of Americans currently do not have driver’s licenses or government-issued
photo ID cards. Millions more may never get the new “Real ID” card, which requires
substantially more cost and effort. The Report’s proposal to use “Real ID” as a condition of
voting is so excessive that it would prevent eligible voters from proving their identity with even a
valid U.S. passport or a U.S. military photo ID card. While Americans of all backgrounds would
be excluded by the Report’s ID proposal, the burden would fall disproportionately on the elderly,
the disabled, students, the poor, and people of color.
The exclusionary effects of the Commission’s ID proposal are most vividly illustrated by
some of the people it is most likely to disenfranchise—the victims of Hurricane Katrina. Many
who were left behind in hurricane-torn New Orleans are poor and did not have access to a car,
and thus are among those least likely to have a driver’s license. The hundreds of thousands of
displaced citizens will find it difficult, if not impossible, to secure the identity papers they left
behind or to obtain new records from government offices and hospitals that have been destroyed.
These forgotten Americans—and many like them across our nation—are the ones the
Commission’s ID proposal will leave out of our democracy.
1.

Many Americans Do Not And Will Not Have
The Requisite State-Issued Photo ID

As the Report estimates, twelve percent of voting-age Americans do not have driver’s
licenses.9 The research collected by the 2001 National Commission on Federal Election Reform
shows that between six and ten percent of voting-age Americans do not have driver’s licenses or
state-issued non-driver’s photo ID.10 That translates into as many as 20 million eligible voters.11
The Commission’s recommendation is even more restrictive than other photo ID
standards. Under the Real ID Act, as of 2008, a state may not issue a driver’s license or nondriver’s ID card unless the individual presents documentary proof of: (a) her full legal name and
date of birth, (b) her Social Security number (or the fact that she is not eligible for one), (c) the
address of her principal residence, and (d) her citizenship.12
Although there are no studies showing how many Americans lack readily available proof
of citizenship, Arizona’s recent experience under the state’s Proposition 200 (which requires
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proof of citizenship in order to register to vote) suggests that the number is extremely high. For
instance, one county reported in February 2004 that it was forced to reject nearly 75% of new
voter registration forms for failure to provide adequate proof of citizenship.13 The percentage of
Americans without the documentary proof of citizenship necessary to obtain “Real IDs” is likely
to remain high because, as discussed below, the requisite documents are both expensive and
burdensome to obtain.
The percentage of citizens that do not have, and will not obtain, the enhanced state-issued
photo identification cards is even greater for the elderly, students, people with disabilities, urban
residents, low-income individuals, and people of color. According to the Georgia chapter of the
AARP, 36 percent of Georgians over age 75 do not have a driver’s license.14 In Wisconsin,
approximately 23 percent of persons aged 65 and older do not have driver’s licenses or photo ID,
and fewer than 3 percent of students have driver’s licenses listing their current address.15 Across
the country, more than 3 million Americans with disabilities do not have a driver’s license or
other form of state-issued photo ID.16 In the sections that follow, this paper examines the
expense of IDs to low-income voters,17 and documents the enormous racial disparities in access
to state-issued photo ID.18
Moreover, given the frequency with which Americans move residences,19 it is likely that
a far greater percentage of citizens lack driver’s licenses or photo IDs bearing their current
addresses.20 Since voting generally depends on the voter’s address, and since many states will
not accept IDs that do not bear an individual’s current voting address, an additional 41.5 million
Americans each year21 will have ID that they may not be able to use to vote.22
The Report’s “Real ID” proposal will only exacerbate these existing disparities between
communities with the requisite identification and those without; once the Real ID Act has been
implemented, those who have traditionally had difficulty obtaining state-issued photo
identification will find that the difficulty has significantly increased.
2.

The ID Recommendations Will Operate as a Poll Tax
Because “Real IDs” Are Expensive and Difficult to Obtain

As the Report recognizes, government-issued photo identification costs money. Thus, if
required as a precondition for voting, photo identification would operate as a de facto poll tax
that could disenfranchise low-income voters. To alleviate this burden, the Report appropriately
recommends that the “Real ID” card itself be issued free of charge. This safeguard, however,
does not address some of the most significant predicate costs in obtaining photo identification—
costs incurred whether or not the card itself is free.
First, each of the documents that an individual is required to show in order to obtain a
“Real ID” card or other government-issued photo ID card costs money or presumes a minimal
level of economic resources. A certified copy of a birth certificate costs from $10.00 to $45.00,
depending on the state; a passport costs $85.00; and certified naturalization papers cost $19.95.
Unless the federal and all state governments waive the cost of each of these other forms of
identification, the indirect costs of photo IDs will be even greater than their direct costs.
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In addition, since government-issued IDs may only be obtained at specified government
offices, which may be far from voters’ residences and workplaces, individuals seeking such IDs
will have to incur transportation costs and the costs of taking time off from work to visit those
offices during often-abbreviated business hours. These are not insignificant burdens. For
example, as the Report notes, there are only 56 locations in the state of Georgia that issue IDs for
residents of all the state’s 159 counties.23 Of the ten Georgia counties with the highest
percentage of minority residents, only one has an office where driver’s licenses and other photo
IDs are available.24 In fact, there is no office that issues driver’s licenses and non-drivers’ IDs in
the city of Atlanta.25 Moreover, although most states prohibit employers from penalizing
employees for taking time off to vote, no state has similar protections for individuals taking time
off to obtain government-issued identification. These costs must also be considered in
conjunction with the significant burden the identification requirements will impose on voters’
time.26
In short, the Report’s “Real ID” proposal would introduce substantial additional costs to
voting; these naturally fall most harshly on low-income voters. As the earlier Commission’s
Task Force on the Federal Election System found in its August 2001 report, a photo ID
requirement would “impose an additional expense on the exercise of the franchise, a burden that
would fall disproportionately on people who are poorer and urban.”27
3.

The “Real ID” Recommendations Will
Disproportionately Burden People of Color

Strong empirical evidence also shows that photo ID requirements disproportionately
burden people of color.
In 1994, the U.S. Department of Justice found that African Americans in Louisiana were
4 to 5 times less likely to have government-sanctioned photo ID than white residents. As a
result, the Department denied pre-clearance for that state’s proposed photo ID requirement
because it “would lead to retrogression in the position of racial minorities with respect to their
effective exercise of the electoral franchise.”28 Similarly, a June 2005 Wisconsin study found
that the rate of driver’s license possession among African Americans was half that for whites.29
The disparity increased among younger drivers, where white adults aged 18-24 were three times
as likely as their black peers to possess a driver’s license. Only 22% of black males in that age
group had a driver’s license.30
The lack of government-issued photo ID is also particularly acute among Native
Americans, many of whom have religious objections to such ID. Reports of the 2004 primary in
South Dakota showed that voters in the predominantly Native American counties of Shannon,
Todd, Corson, Dewey and Zieback were 2 to 8 times more likely to not bring IDs to the polls
than other voters in the state.31
In addition, the ID recommendations reduce the benefits of voter registration at disability
and other social service agencies provided by the National Voter Registration Act of 1993.32
Individuals who seek to register at those offices—which generally do not issue IDs—will also
have to make an additional visit to the motor vehicle department in order to obtain the
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documentation necessary to vote. Census data demonstrate that African Americans and Latinos
are more than three times more likely than whites to register to vote at a public assistance
agency, and that whites are more likely than African Americans and Latinos to register when
seeking a driver’s license.33 Accordingly, the voter registration procedure far more likely to be
used by minorities than by whites will no longer provide Americans with full eligibility to vote.
Not only are minority voters less likely to possess the requisite ID, but they are also more
likely than white voters to be asked to furnish ID at the polls. As the Task Force Report of the
prior Commission found, identification requirements create the opportunity for selective
enforcement—either innocuous or invidious—when poll workers request photo ID only from
voters unknown to them.34 This discretion has often led to special scrutiny of minority voters at
the polls. In New York City, for example, which has no photo ID requirement, a study showed
that poll workers illegally asked one in six Asian Americans for ID at the polls, while white
voters were permitted to vote without showing ID.35 There is little reason to think that universal
ID requirements would not be similarly undermined by exemptions for white voters who arrive
at the polls without ID.
Even in the extremely unlikely event that the discriminatory application of identification
requirements will disappear in the future, its history cannot be ignored. Significant populations
of minority voters justifiably believe that identification requirements will be used to harass them,
notwithstanding the general call for new and untested ombudsmen institutions as a stopgap.36
This may further discourage voter participation among those that have traditionally faced barriers
to the franchise. Although the Report is quick to cite the perception of fraud as a basis for
recommending ID, it fails to acknowledge the perception that ID requirements will be unjustly
applied as a valid reason for second thoughts. The latter perception just as surely “undermines
confidence in the system” among populations that have previously been subjected to
discriminatory application of ID requirements.
In part because of the disparate impact that a photo identification requirement would have
on minority voters, Congress rejected such a requirement in HAVA,37 opting instead for a more
expansive list of identification documents (such as a current utility bill, bank statement,
paycheck, government check, or other government document), for a smaller category of voters
(first-time voters who registered by mail), coupled with fail-safe provisional voting for those
voters who cannot meet HAVA’s less stringent identification requirements.38 The facts giving
rise to Congress’s concerns have not changed. Indeed, no new evidence provides any basis for
challenging Congress’s conclusion—and the conclusion of this Commission’s predecessor—that
photo identification requirements are ill-advised.
4.

The Report’s Efforts to Mitigate the Exclusionary
Effects of Its “Real ID” Proposal Fall Short

Faced with overwhelming evidence that “Real IDs” are both costly and difficult to obtain,
the Report suggests that “Real ID” cards be made “easily available and issued free of charge.”39
While this is a laudable goal, the evidence suggests that it will not be attained. First, no state
currently issues photo IDs free of charge to all voters.40 And even if the card itself were free, the
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“Real ID” would not be “free of charge” unless all documents required to obtain the “Real ID”
were also “free of charge.”
In addition, no state makes photo IDs “easily available” to all its citizens. As discussed
above, photo IDs are issued by driver’s license bureaus, which are located far from the
residences and work places of many state residents. The Report suggestion that states use mobile
offices to issue driver’s licenses.41 Such a program would not solve the problem. Despite the
fact that Michigan has a mobile ID program that the Report praises, at least eight percent of
voting-age citizens in Michigan are still without driver’s licenses and non-driver’s photo IDs.42
Moreover, the implementation in Michigan is the result of a relatively robust “mobile office”
program. Far more likely in cash-strapped states is a “program” like the one recently
implemented in Georgia: one bus, traveling to one location for a day or two at a time, available
from 9 a.m. until 3 p.m., during the heart of the work day.43 A spokesperson for Georgia
Governor Sonny Perdue aptly described some of the barriers to implementing an effective
mobile ID program. Discussing the state’s plan to use a hand-me-down bus from another
agency, Heather Hendrick said: “We’ve got to start with the resources we’ve got and can’t spend
money we don’t have.”44
Far too many American citizens already suffer for their lack of government-issued photo
IDs. Ensuring that those citizens have access to free IDs is an important goal that should be
pursued by every state. But the solution is not to pile another hardship on those citizens – the
denial of their right to vote – especially when it has not yet been shown that states can
meaningfully reduce the number of citizens without photo IDs.
It is also troubling that the Report fails to include in its recommendations an effective
“safety net” for eligible voters who do not have or are unable to obtain “Real IDs” and proof of
citizenship, who have had their cards lost or stolen, or who have simply forgotten to bring their
IDs to the polls and are unlikely to track down an election official within the Report’s 48-hour
deadline. Virtually all states that require identification as a condition of voting have some
alternative option for voters who lack identification, such as an option to show a utility bill or to
sign a sworn affidavit containing information that can later be verified by election officials.45
Even the recent and controversial Florida voter ID law was pre-cleared by the Department of
Justice with such a safety net: the law permits voters who cannot meet the ID requirements to
sign an affidavit on the envelope of a provisional ballot, which will be counted if the signature
matched that on the voter’s registration form.46 The Report’s attempt to support its extreme
proposal by reference to the minority of states that require some form of identification for voting
– without even mentioning that few of these states make identification an absolute condition of
voting – is misleading.47
Although the Report recognizes this problem, the solution it proposes—a signature match
option only until January 1, 201048—is woefully inadequate. Since the Real ID Act goes into
effect in 2008, this recommendation will provide a safety net only for one federal election.49
There is no evidence that the states will ever correct the differential access to Real IDs, let alone
in only two years. More important, there is no valid reason why the signature-match failsafe
should ever be discarded.
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After the brief two-year window, the Report recommends that a voter who does not
furnish ID at the polls may cast a provisional ballot that can be counted if the voter returns “to
the appropriate election office within 48 hours with a valid photo ID.”50 A voter who does not
have “Real ID” will find no comfort in a two-day extension, which is not sufficient time to
obtain ID and which will not alleviate the costs of the ID. Even those voters who have but forgot
to bring their Real IDs to the polls will face the difficulty of determining “the appropriate
election office” to which to bring their IDs.
The real empirical data show that a substantial percentage of Americans will not be able
to meet the Commission’s proposed ID requirements. The defect is no simple matter to
overcome. No state in the union has yet succeeded in ensuring that all (or even almost all) of its
voting-age citizens possess government-issued photo identification or proof of citizenship. Until
most states demonstrate that they have successfully undertaken such steps, it is premature to
consider such identification as a prerequisite to voting.
B. THE LIMITED TYPES OF FRAUD THAT COULD BE PREVENTED
BY “REAL ID” REQUIREMENTS ARE EXTREMELY RARE
The Report premises its burdensome identification proposals on the need to ensure ballot
integrity and on the existence of or potential for widespread fraud. There is no question that
fraud and misconduct—such as purges of eligible voters from voter rolls, distribution of false
information about when and where to vote, and even occasional stuffing of ballot boxes or
tampering with registration forms—persist in American elections. But as the Report admits,
there is simply “no evidence” that the type of fraud that could be solved by stricter voter
identification—individual voters who misrepresent their identity at the polls—is a widespread
problem.51 Indeed, the evidence that does exist shows that this sort of fraud occurs only at an
extremely low rate.
The Commission’s recommended photo identification requirements do not prevent fraud
by absentee voting. Nor do they prevent voting by ineligible persons with felony convictions
who are misinformed of their voting rights. They do not prevent unsubstantiated purges or
stuffing of ballot boxes by election officials. Rather, the Report’s photo ID proposal guards
against only one type of fraud: individuals arriving at the polls to vote using false information,
such as the name of another registered voter, or a recent but not current address. These are
extraordinarily inefficient means to influence the results of an election. Since the costs of this
form of fraud are extremely high (federal law provides for up to five years’ imprisonment52), and
the benefits to any individual voter are extremely low, it is highly unlikely that this will ever
occur with any frequency.
The barriers to fraud by individual voters at the polls have rendered such fraud a
statistical anomaly in practice. The limited types of fraud that could be prevented by a “Real ID”
requirement are, in fact, extremely rare. The Report concedes that “the evidence of multiple
voting is thin”53 and cites no meaningful evidence of identity misrepresentation at the polls.
Independent research confirms the fact that the hypothetical specter of fraud raised in the Report
is without basis.
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In the most comprehensive survey of alleged election fraud to date, Professor Loraine
Minnite and David Callahan have shown that the incidence of individual voter fraud at the polls
is negligible.54 A few prominent examples support their findings. In Ohio, a statewide survey
found four instances of ineligible persons voting or attempting to vote in 2002 and 2004, out of
9,078,728 votes cast—a rate of 0.00004%.55 Earlier this year, Georgia Secretary of State Cathy
Cox stated that she could not recall one documented case of voter fraud relating to the
impersonation of a registered voter at the polls during her ten-year tenure as Secretary of State or
Assistant Secretary of State.56 A similar finding prompted the Michigan Attorney General to
find that the state’s proposed identification requirement would violate the U.S. Constitution by
unduly burdening the right to vote without a compelling state interest.57
The Report attempts to support its burdensome identification requirements on four
specific examples of purported fraud or potential fraud. None of the Report’s cited examples
of fraud stand up under closer scrutiny. Because similar examples have been used in the past
to invoke the need for photo identification requirements, it is worthwhile to address each cited
example in turn.
The Report first cites voting by ineligible persons with felony convictions and votes cast
in the names of the dead in Washington State in 2004.58 Photo identification requirements, of
course, do not solve the first problem; they merely prevent a person from fabricating his name or
address, and have absolutely no impact on an ineligible person arriving at the polls to vote under
his own name. Moreover, both circumstances are addressed by HAVA provisions that had not
yet been implemented in Washington (or, for that manner, in most states) in 2004: HAVA
requires regular cleaning of the registration lists to remove persons rendered ineligible by felony
conviction or death.59 Once HAVA’s provisions are implemented, persons who have been
rendered ineligible by a felony conviction or death will simply not be listed on the voter rolls as
eligible voters. Thus, if such persons—or others purporting to be them—show up at the polls,
they will not be able to cast a regular ballot. Finally and most importantly, further investigation
in Washington State—one of the most substantial investigations into voter fraud in recent
history—uncovered only six cases of alleged double voting and 19 cases of alleged voting in the
name of deceased individuals (several by recently deceased family members), out of a total
2,812,675 ballots cast.60 The rate of ineligible voting that could possibly have been remedied by
identification requirements was 0.0009%.
The Report also cites a Milwaukee investigation into alleged voting by ineligible persons
with felony convictions, votes cast in the name of the dead, double-voting, and voting in
another’s name.61 The Report, however, cites only the investigation’s preliminary findings.
Further investigation has completely cleared the first nine cases to be resolved, attributing the
suspected irregularities to clerical errors, mismatches, and computer glitches.62 There are, thus
far, no proven cases of fraud in Milwaukee that might have been remedied by identification
requirements.
The Report next cites the general potential for fraud from inactive or ineligible voters left
on voter registration lists.63 As noted above, this is precisely what HAVA’s database-cleansing
requirements were specifically intended to solve. The Report in no way suggests that these
requirements have failed or will fail to address the issue.
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Finally, the Report cites the conviction of 52 individuals since October 2002 for federal
crimes relating to election fraud and ineligibility, including vote buying, submitting false voter
registration information, and “voting-related offenses” by non-citizens.64 Vote buying cannot be
addressed by an identification requirement, as it does not involve misrepresentation of the voter’s
identity. And the Report fails to examine the records of any of the other crimes to determine
whether any of them could have been prevented by mandating photo ID. But even if every
single such crime could have been deterred by photo identification, the overall context is critical;
during the same period in which these 52 individuals voted illegally (or procured an illegal vote),
196,139,871 ballots have been cast in federal elections—yielding a proven fraud rate of
0.00003%.65 Statistically, Americans are more likely to be killed by a bolt of lightning.66
Thus, even those examples cited by the Report show that individual election fraud of the
sort deterred by photo identification requirements at the polls is extremely rare. In contrast, there
is hard evidence that such requirements will unduly burden millions of eligible voters who
currently do not have photo ID and for whom restrictive photo ID will be difficult to obtain. As
discussed above, more than ten percent of eligible Americans will likely face difficulty in
obtaining ID conforming to the Commission’s recommendations. And these individuals will
also disproportionately be members of groups that have traditionally faced barriers to voting: the
poor, the elderly, the disabled, students, the transient, and people of color.
Perhaps recognizing the weakness of the fraud justification, the Report deploys a crafty
rhetorical device to attempt to shift the rationale for the ID requirement. The Report states:
“Photo IDs currently are needed to board a plane, enter federal buildings, and cash a check.
Voting is equally important.”67 There is no question, of course, that voting is important. The
importance of the act, however, has absolutely nothing to do with an ID requirement. At least
since “Publius” and “Brutus” publicly debated the wisdom of the Constitution, American citizens
have been engaging in activities critically “important” to personal and civic life without needing
to provide documentary proof of their identity. Identification requirements for activities like
boarding a plane, entering a federal building, and cashing a check have been imposed only to the
extent that they are necessary and proportional responses to a real and empirically demonstrated
security threat. As shown in this report, the sort of fraud remedied by identification requirements
rests on no such foundation. Moreover, a burden on a privilege like boarding a plane is not
nearly as troubling as a burden on the exercise of a right so fundamental as voting. Indeed,
voting differs from air travel, check-cashing, and entering federal buildings. Airlines, for
example, have no incentives to exclude legitimate travelers, while some politicians have
incentives to exclude legitimate voters who are likely to cast ballots for their opponents (as we
see in the redistricting context). The very purpose of voting is to ascertain the will of the people,
and the Report’s exclusionary ID requirement would do much more to thwart that goal than to
advance it.
The Report’s effort to justify its ID proposal by a need for national uniformity is similarly
unavailing. There is no reason to believe that statewide differences in identification
requirements are any more discriminatory or problematic than any other election procedures and
requirements that vary from state to state, such as voter registration requirements or mail-in
voting availability. The Report does not recommend that we abandon state control over election
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procedures and federalize all aspects of election administration, possibly because the
Commission recognizes the benefits of state experimentation in expanding access to the
franchise. While national uniformity at times is desirable, uniformity does not always promote
fairness. A rule that uniformly excludes certain classes of voters is not an improvement over
disparate state rules that are more protective of the franchise.
C. THE COMMISSION UNJUSTIFIABLY APPLIES A
DOUBLE STANDARD TO ABSENTEE VOTERS
The Report’s lack of attention to the empirical impact of its recommendations—and the
shoddy logic of the enhanced photo identification requirement—is shown most clearly in the
Report’s differential treatment of absentee ballots and ballots voted in-person at the polls.
The Report provides no reason to create greater hurdles for voters who vote at the polls
than for those who vote absentee. Yet despite the fact that absentee ballots are more susceptible
to fraud than regular ballots,68 the Report exempts absentee voters from its proposed “Real ID”
and proof of citizenship requirements. The Report does not propose that state officials go out to
collect ballots and check the photo IDs of absentee voters, nor does it recommend that absentee
ballots (or ballots in a mail-in state like Oregon) be certified by a notary public who has checked
the photo ID of the absentee voter. Instead, the Report permits absentee voters to be identified
by matching the voter’s signature on the absentee ballot envelope with a digitized version
maintained by election officials. An absentee voter must produce only his signature; an
individual voting in person must submit photo identification. The Report fails to explain why
Americans who travel to the polls to vote should be denied the same opportunity to establish
their identity through signature verification.
This double standard is especially disturbing in light of data, examined by the
Commission’s predecessor, that white voters are about twice as likely as black voters to cast an
absentee ballot.69
D. THE SPECULATIVE PROBLEMS CAN BE ADDRESSED
BY LESS BURDENSOME ALTERNATIVES
As shown above, the identification proposal is in fact an unwarranted “solution” in search
of a problem. It will not correct or deter any practice widely manifest in American elections, or
even any practice with the realistic potential to corrupt an election. It will not prevent
misconduct using absentee ballots. It will not prevent voting by ineligible persons with felony
convictions who are misinformed of their voting rights. It will not prevent the intentional
dissemination of misinformation about polling times, places, and procedures. It will not prevent
unsubstantiated purges of eligible voters. It will not prevent stuffing of ballot boxes by election
officials. It will, however, burden a substantial segment of the eligible voting population.
Individual voter fraud at the polls is largely a problem of perception, and perception
alone. The appropriate—and proportional—remedy is education, not barriers to the ballot.
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To the extent that any limited fraud by individuals at the polls does trickle into the
system, it can be addressed by far less restrictive alternatives. The first step is to recognize that
only voters who appear on the registration list may vote a regular ballot. Proper cleaning of
registration lists—and proper use of the lists at the polls—will therefore go a long way toward
ensuring that every single ballot is cast by an eligible voter.
Existing law has already accounted for this need—with proper safeguards for individual
voters—and needs only adequate implementation. If inflated rolls create the specter of potential
fraud, for example, the problem will be addressed by proper execution of the registration listrelated provisions of NVRA and HAVA, which are designed in part to remove ineligible voters
from the rolls. In addition to the better registration lists that full implementation will provide,
better recordkeeping and administration at the polls will reduce the limited potential for voting
by ineligible persons.
In the unlikely event that implementation of current law is not able to wipe out whatever
potential for individual fraud remains, there are several effective and less burdensome
alternatives to the Report’s “Real ID” recommendation that received wholly insufficient
consideration. As discussed above, one less restrictive alternative was even recognized in the
Report in a different context: verifying identity by matching the voter’s signature on the absentee
ballot envelope with a digitized version maintained by election officials. Other proposals that
have been advanced by election law scholars such as Edward Foley and Rick Hasen expressly
condition identification requirements on a substantial affirmative government effort to reach out
to underserved populations, and make accommodations for voters who do not bring a photo ID to
the polls to cast a vote that will be counted.70
The Report’s failure to consider these and other less restrictive alternatives for preventing
the negligible problem of individual voter fraud further calls into question the legitimacy of its
conclusions.
E. THE REPORT DRAMATICALLY UNDERESTIMATES THE
FINANCIAL COST OF ITS “REAL ID” PROPOSAL
The Report dramatically – and dangerously – underestimates the cost of its identification
recommendations. As an attempt to compensate for the burden that strict ID requirements tend
to place on traditionally marginalized groups, the Report recommends that government-issued
photo identification be made “available without expense to any citizen” and that government
efforts be made “to ensure that all voters are provided convenient opportunities to obtain” the ID
in question.71 More specifically, the Report recommends that the government affirmatively
deploy “mobile offices,” to reach out to individuals who do not currently have the ID that they
will need, and establish new “ombudsman institutions” to address concerns regarding abuse or
mismanagement of the ID card system.72
It is quite costly to fully implement all of these mechanisms, which are admittedly
necessary to ensure that the government affirmatively provides ID to those who find it difficult
to acquire the ID on their own, and that the ID requirement is deployed with minimal
discrimination or misuse. In addition to the production and delivery cost associated with the
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turbo-charged photo ID card itself, the government will have to provide for increased staff and
staff training, for a variety of mobile offices and the new and underarticulated ombudsman
institutions, as well as for each existing registrar’s office.
These costs far exceed the costs delineated in the Commission’s report. The report
estimates the cost of its identification card proposal at $115 million, at $5 per card, and states
that this $5 estimate includes approximate administrative, infrastructure, and issuance costs.73
However, this lowball estimate is belied by the very sources cited in the report itself. In 1997
testimony before the U.S. House of Representatives, Stephen Moore of the Cato Institute
predicted that mass production of smart ID cards could cost $5.00 per person, but included none
of the administrative or infrastructure costs—much less the cost of “mobile offices,”
ombudsmen, staff, and training—in this estimate.74 Five years later, Tova Wang of the Century
Foundation cited several sources stating that smart cards would cost at least $5-$8 per person for
the card itself, without any consideration of administrative costs, as well as others estimating the
cost at $10-$35 per person.75
Furthermore, real-world experience shows that the total costs of a new ID system will far
exceed initial estimates. Even three years before its effective date, states are already
encountering problems with implementing the Real ID Act—which is more limited than the
Commission’s affirmative proposal to provide enhanced ID to those who find it difficult to
acquire on their own. For example, the National Conference of State Legislatures estimated that
the actual cost for implementing the Real ID Act would be between nine and thirteen billion
dollars,76 a stark contrast to the Congressional Budge Office’s original estimate of only $120
million.77 Indeed, some states struggling with the Real ID Act have discovered that their initial
start-up costs exceed the figure initially projected as the total cost nationwide.78
Similarly, the real costs of the Commission’s proposal will be much higher than the
figures provided by the Commission. At a recent National Conference of State Legislatures
conference, cost estimates for a non-driver’s ID card of the sort recommended here were 7-10
times larger than the amount listed in the Commission’s report.
In this circumstance, the cost estimate is not merely artificially low, but also extremely
dangerous. A high price tag is of minor concern if the government is willing to provide the
necessary funding. But a low price tag risks consequently meager appropriations. Underfunding
of implemented ID programs would seriously compromise any limited merit—and legality—of
the Commission’s recommendation. If sufficient money is not appropriated to ensure that the
government affirmatively provides ID to those who find it difficult to acquire, this Commission’s
recommendation will create two stark categories of citizens: those who have the means to
procure ID and may vote; and those who do not, and are barred from voting solely by virtue of
their limited means.
This is not merely speculation. States with existing strict ID requirements are already
reluctant to ensure adequate access for poor and rural voters to the necessary ID. Georgia, for
example, recently passed the strictest photo identification law in the country, despite the fact that
there are only 56 offices in 159 counties where this ID can be acquired, that only one of the ten
counties with the highest percentage of African-American residents has an office where this ID
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can be acquired, and that no location where this ID can be acquired is within the Atlanta city
limits.79 To remedy the disparate impact that this new law will have on minority voters and
those of limited means, Georgia has announced its own “mobile office” program: one bus,
traveling to one location for a day or two at a time, available from 9am until 3pm, during the
heart of the work day.80
Such a program is patently insufficient to fulfill the government’s obligation “to ensure
that all voters are provided convenient opportunities to obtain” the ID they need. If this is the
solution envisioned at the outset of the budgeting process for a new program, the slapdash
solution provided in the event of underfunding will be, a fortiori, even more limited. The low
cost estimate in the Commission report risks a dramatically underfunded program – which, in
turn, will only increase the burdens on those who do not currently have sufficient identification:
the poor, elderly, disabled, and people of color.
F. THE “REAL ID” RECOMMENDATIONS WILL MAKE THE
UNITED STATES AN OUTLIER AMONG THE WORLD’S DEMOCRACIES
As the Report acknowledges, the United States has one of the lowest voter participation
rates among the world’s democracies. Our nation trails many other developed and developing
democracies in voter turnout by 20 to 30 points.81 The identification recommendations will
further depress voter participation.
The Report seeks to justify its proposed identification requirement in part by asserting
that voter registration in many other countries is tied to photo identification.82 But most of the
established democracies with which we usually compare the United States—such as the United
Kingdom, Australia, Canada, Ireland, New Zealand, Sweden, and Denmark—do not require
identification as a condition of voting.83 A few established democracies that require
identification for voting do so only in special circumstances. Germany, for instance, requires
identification only of those voters who do not furnish their “notice of polling” or who appear to
vote in a polling place other than that in which they are registered.84 As a recent book surveying
the election procedures of 62 countries found, unlike emerging democracies, “established
democracies are less likely to require voters to identify themselves other than verbally.”85
The Report’s claim that citizens of “nearly 100 democracies use a photo identification
card” in order to vote is contrary to fact and wholly without support. The sole document the
Report cites in support of that assertion does not even mention voting (except to note that India
has a voter registration card).86 What is more, that document says that “virtually no common law
country” —like the United States—has an identification card, and only a minority of those
countries with identification cards include photographs on those cards.
The Report also fails adequately to address the other ways in which the United States is
distinct from those foreign countries that do require photo ID. For example, unlike the United
States, France currently issues its government ID cards to all citizens free of charge.87 In
addition, unlike the United States, most other nations do not have an election system that is
administered at the local level, often by partisans, with minimal oversight. This would allow for
inconsistent and unequal application, and perhaps even partisan abuse, of ID requirements.
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Moreover, as the Report does note, most other countries “have more effective voter registration”
systems than the United States because election authorities abroad “take the initiative to contact
and register voters and conduct audits of voter registration lists to ensure that they are
accurate.”88 These affirmative measures, which are not undertaken in the United States,
counterbalance the depressive effects of voter ID requirements. They do, however, cost much
more than Americans have been willing to spend on elections thus far. Mexico, for example,
spent twice what California spent for its most recent general election per registered voter, and
four times what Wyoming spent.89 Finally, unlike the United States, many other countries with
national identification cards also have established privacy laws, with government structures
specifically devoted to vigorous enforcement of those laws, to safeguard against abuse of the
information contained on the cards.90
G. THE “REAL ID” RECOMMENDATIONS ARE INCONSISTENT WITH RIGHTS
GUARANTEED IN THE U.S. CONSTITUTION AND FEDERAL STATUTES
The Report’s identification proposals will not only exclude millions of legitimate
American voters; they are also inconsistent with the rights guaranteed by the U.S. Constitution
and federal statutory law.
First, restrictive identification requirements would unconstitutionally deprive many
Americans of their right to vote. The right to vote has long been recognized as a fundamental
right protected by the First and Fourteenth Amendments of the U.S. Constitution.91 Voting is a
primary avenue through which most citizens express their support or opposition to government
policies. A government regulation that severely burdens the right to vote for some or all voters is
presumptively invalid unless the state can show that the regulation is “narrowly drawn to
advance a state interest of compelling importance.”92
There is no question that the proposed identification requirements would impose severe
burdens on the right to vote. Indeed, as explained above, the millions of Americans who will not
have “Real IDs” would be absolutely denied their right to vote under the Commission’s proposed
scheme. Regulations which present an absolute bar to a citizen’s ability to vote represent the
most severe burden on the right to vote and trigger heightened scrutiny under the Constitution.93
This significant barrier to voting is by no means narrowly tailored to serve a compelling
state interest. While the interest in preventing voter fraud is an important one, the incidence of
the types of fraud targeted by ID requirements is negligible. A rule that would bar millions of
citizens from the franchise in an attempt to prevent a tiny fraction of them from attempting to
commit a rare form of fraud cannot be said to be “narrowly drawn,” especially when less
restrictive alternatives can accomplish the same goal. The Constitution does not sanction the use
of such a blunt instrument against our most cherished right.
Second, the Report’s identification proposals would create an unconstitutional poll tax.
The Constitution and the Voting Rights Act forbid attaching a monetary cost to voting.94 By
preventing those without means to procure the costly proof of identity necessary to obtain “Real
IDs” from voting, the ID requirement would “make[ ] the affluence of the voter or payment of
any fee an electoral standard” and would be unconstitutional.95
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Third, because of the disproportionate effects that ID requirements have on minority
voters, they undermine the principles of the federal Voting Rights Act. Section 2 of the Voting
Rights Act prohibits any voting procedure that has, in the totality of circumstances, a
discriminatory effect on the ability of minority voters to participate in the political process, even
if the procedure is adopted and applied without the intent to discriminate.96 Since “Real ID”
requirements will exclude African Americans, Native Americans, Latinos, and Hispanics to a
much greater extent than they will white voters, they contravene this important legal protection.
Moreover, to the extent that ID requirements are applied in a discriminatory manner—as they
have been throughout American history—they may also run afoul of the Constitution’s
prohibition of intentional racial discrimination.97
Finally, the Report’s identification proposals will undermine the careful balance
Congress crafted in the Help America Vote Act to enhance states’ ability to verify the accuracy
of their voter registration lists without unduly infringing on voters’ rights. Indeed, it is
irresponsible to recommend ID requirements at a time when states are first implementing some
of the most important provisions of HAVA—provisions designed to remedy the same problem
the Report claims to address. Moreover, as noted above, the ID recommendations will also
undermine important provisions of the National Voter Registration Act designed to provide lowincome individuals with greater access to voter registration.
*

*

*

The Report’s zeal for an identification requirement at any cost reflects a general
misconception of election integrity. An election with integrity is one that allows every eligible
voter—and only eligible voters—the opportunity to cast a ballot and to have that ballot counted
accurately. The Report’s ID recommendation fails this standard. It is unjustified as a matter of
both policy and law, and must not be included in any legitimate proposal for meaningful election
reform.
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Chapter II
THE RECOMMENDATIONS THAT FULL SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBERS BE
USED IN VOTER DATABASES (SECTION 2.2) AND ON ID CARDS (SECTION 2.5)
POSE SERIOUS PRIVACY AND SECURITY PROBLEMS
With regard to the Report’s interoperability recommendations, it is unquestionably
beneficial to account for voters who move across state lines. Nonetheless, the Report fails to
consider the serious efficacy, privacy, and security concerns raised by a nationally distributed
database of the magnitude it contemplates. These problems are exacerbated by the Report’s
recommendation that an individual’s Social Security number be used as the broadly disseminated
unique voting identifier.
The Report’s recommendation creates substantial privacy and security hazards. Social
Security numbers unlock a vast array of information regarding private financial, employment,
and medical data – and, as a result, must be kept with ironclad security. Unfortunately, existing
legal limitations on and protections for Social Security numbers have been consistently whittled
away over time and frequently disregarded in practice. The media regularly reports on breaches
of security concerning public and private data files containing Social Security numbers.
Hackers, however, are not the only concern. Social Security numbers are also disclosed by
officials entrusted with their safekeeping, despite criminal penalties against distribution.98 For
example, in 1997, Georgia’s Secretary of State contracted with a credit reporting corporation in
an effort to “capture” the Social Security numbers of some 400,000 registered voters without
such a number on file. In due course, Georgia’s entire voter registration list—records for more
than four million citizens, and the associated Social Security numbers of those who had provided
their number upon registration—was disclosed to the corporation, with no restrictions on the
corporation’s use of those numbers.99
The Report’s recommendation to use the Social Security number as the unique identifier
for tracking voters across state lines would only increase the general circulation of this financial
keystone—and there is no reason to believe that new legal protections would be any more
effective than their existing counterparts. The potential for improper use and disclosure will only
increase.
Moreover, the Report recommends not only that the Social Security number be used as a
unique interstate identifier, but also that it be placed physically on the voting ID card.100 A
misplaced or stolen card would contain, readily available on the face of the card, all information
necessary to perpetrate identity theft with ease: name, signature, date of birth, current address,
and Social Security number. Similarly, such personal information would be contained on
photocopies of drivers licenses maintained for other purposes: for example, copies held (and
potentially misplaced) by clerks at car rental agencies or volunteer poll workers. Such a card
would become a treasure chest for wrongdoers, and would expose countless Americans to
privacy violations, identity theft, and variety of other crimes.
In addition to the substantial privacy concerns, the Social Security number is a flawed
key for tracking (and potentially purging) voters across states. The Social Security
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Administration was not established to construct a system of national identification, and its
database contains substantial errors. For example, the SSA’s Director of Information Exchange
and Computer Matching has admitted that at least ten percent of the information obtained when
attempting to match identifying information in the SSA database with identifying data collected
in other systems by other government entities may be inaccurate.101 The SSA’s systems may be
adequate for disbursing funds, but they were never intended to track individuals from one state to
another for voting purposes.102
Finally, the Report recommends—without any discussion—that the information used as
an individual’s unique fingerprint to track a voter across state lines include not merely the date of
birth, but also the person’s “place of birth.”103 As with the Social Security number, this
information is often used as a key to private information wholly unrelated to voting, and as such,
disclosure presents a substantial security hazard. Moreover, this information seems particularly
susceptible to use in harassing legitimate voters, particularly naturalized citizens. The reasons to
protect against broad disclosure of a voter’s place of birth are at least as serious as those
confronting the widespread distribution of a voter’s full Social Security number. Yet, as with
many other issues, the Report wholly fails to consider these important concerns.
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Chapter III
THE RECOMMENDATION ON RE-ENFRANCHISEMENT OF PERSONS
WITH FELONY CONVICTIONS (SECTION 4.6) IS OVERLY RESTRICTIVE,
OUT OF STEP, AND UNWORKABLE
The section of the Report on felony re-enfranchisement lacks the strong language, found
in much of the rest of the Report, concerning individual rights and the perception of a fair
process. The substance of the Commission’s principal recommendation reflects this apparent
indifference to the voting rights of people with criminal convictions.104 The Report recommends
that states restore voting rights only to certain people with criminal convictions, and only after
they have “fully served their sentence.” This overly restrictive standard places the Commission
out of step with the states, the American public, and the laws of other nations.
Recommendation 4.6.1 provides:
States should allow for restoration of voting rights to otherwise
eligible citizens who have been convicted of a felony (other than for
a capital crime or one which requires enrollment with an offender
registry for sex crimes) once they have fully served their sentence,
including any term of probation or parole.
This recommendation would set a standard more generous than the policies of the most
regressive thirteen states in the nation but more restrictive than the remaining thirty-seven. The
thirteen regressive states permanently disenfranchise some or all people with criminal
convictions even after they have completed their sentences. The thirty-seven other states either
leave intact the voting rights of people with criminal convictions or re-enfranchise them, without
exception, upon completion of sentence or sooner.105 Adoption of the Commission’s principal
recommendation would, therefore, be a step backward for the large majority of states.
The trend in the states is toward extension of the franchise. Since 1997, twelve states
have reformed their laws or policies to allow more people with convictions to vote.106 In 2005
alone, Nebraska repealed a permanent ban on voting and restored the franchise to people with
felony convictions two years after the completion of sentence;107 Iowa’s governor issued an
executive order restoring voting rights to people with criminal convictions when they complete
their sentences;108 and the Rhode Island General Assembly passed and sent to referendum a
resolution to amend the state constitution to re-enfranchise people with felony convictions upon
their release from prison.109
These reforms are driven by some startling numbers. Approximately 4.7 million
Americans have lost the right to vote because of a criminal conviction.110 This number includes
1.4 million African-American men, whose 13% rate of disenfranchisement is seven times the
national average.111 More than 670,000 of the disenfranchised are women;112 more than 580,000
are veterans;113 and 1.7 million have completed their sentences.114 This astonishing rate of
criminal disenfranchisement is a blot on our democracy, an affront to racial justice, an
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impediment to rehabilitation, and a quagmire for election officials. The Report’s
recommendation does not improve the situation.
The Report suggests that its regressive recommendation is in line with the views of
“proponents of re-enfranchisement.” This is a mischaracterization. On the contrary, mainstream
proponents of re-enfranchisement reject the notion that re-enfranchisement should await the
completion of all terms of a criminal sentence, and generally favor restoration of voting rights
when a person reenters the community as a citizen and taxpayer. The American Bar Association
is but one of many organizations to support this position, urging re-enfranchisement immediately
following incarceration.115 A person convicted of a crime must and will serve all terms of a
sentence, but disenfranchisement is not part of criminal sentencing, and voting is a civic duty
that a person should reassume as he or she reintegrates into society. As to victim restitution, it
should be paid, but a person’s voting rights should never depend on the ability to pay this or any
other sum of money.116
The American people also support more generous re-enfranchisement than the
Commission Report recommends. In a 2002 telephone survey of 1,000 Americans nationwide,
researchers found that substantial majorities (64% and 62% respectively) supported allowing
probationers and parolees to vote.117 Fully 80% favored restoring the franchise to people who
had completed felony sentences.118 Even when questions were asked about certain unpopular
offenses, majorities supported voting rights. Two-thirds of respondents supported allowing
violent ex-felons to vote; 63% supported allowing ex-felons convicted of illegal stock-trading to
vote; and 52% supported restoring the franchise to ex-felons who had been convicted of a sex
crime.119
International norms are even more favorable to voting rights. Inmates may cast ballots
while incarcerated in many democracies, including Australia, Canada, Denmark, France,
Germany, Israel, Ireland, Japan, Peru, Poland, Spain, South Africa, and Sweden.120 Others—
including Argentina, Brazil, Egypt, India, Portugal, Russia, and the United Kingdom—restore
the franchise to prisoners once they have completed their sentences.121 Florida, Kentucky, and
Virginia now stand alone with Armenia as the only democracies in the world that permanently
disenfranchise all citizens who have committed a felony.122 The United States accounts for 5%
of the world’s population—and almost half of those who cannot vote because of a felony
conviction.123
The Report advises exceptions even to the narrow post-sentence re-enfranchisement it
recommends. Under the Report’s rule, capital offenders and those whose names are entered in a
sex crimes registry would never vote. These exceptions may be politically expedient, but they
are unjustified. A “capital crime” is one for which the death penalty may, but need not
necessarily, be imposed. When a person is executed, there is of course no question of reenfranchisement. Even when a capital offender is not sentenced to death, however, he or she is
increasingly unlikely ever to get out of prison and even more unlikely ever to be released from
parole. Forty-eight states, plus the District of Columbia and the federal government, employ
some form of sentence of life imprisonment without parole.124 For those capital offenders not
serving such a sentence, the minimum time in prison still stretches into multiple decades.125
Those few offenders who may complete parole as older adults after serving twenty-five to fifty
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years in prison ought to regain the franchise, as should those who are exonerated and pardoned
after years of wrongful confinement on death row. Likewise, sex offenders who have served
their sentences are no less entitled to vote than others. Studies show that voting advances
rehabilitation,126 and no past or potential victim is endangered when a former offender votes.
Moreover, the Report’s recommendation is unworkable. The general rule—that reenfranchisement should follow the completion of a criminal sentence—is itself difficult to
administer. In Washington State, this rule caused much controversy in the dead-heat
gubernatorial election of 2004. Scores of people with felony convictions apparently voted
without knowing that it was illegal, and others were prevented from voting although their rights
should have been restored.127 The confusion was attributable in part to the multiplicity of
government agencies involved, including the courts, the department of corrections, the offices of
parole and probation, and the county boards of elections. With the relevant information for
maintaining the voter rolls divided among so many, errors were inevitable. As Washington
Secretary of State (and current president of the National Association of Secretaries of State) Sam
Reed concluded, “the simplest way to fix confusion over tracking felons would be to
automatically restore voting rights when people are released from prison, regardless of whether
they’ve paid all their court debts.”128
Add to this base-level confusion the difficulties of tracking the exceptions the Report
recommends, and the errors will compound. Not all states have capital offenses, and in those
that do, there is variation in which crimes are punishable by death. For example, Florida
punishes certain types of sexual battery and drug-trafficking as capital offenses, whereas in
Arizona, the death penalty is available only for aggravated first-degree murder.129 There are
similar inconsistencies in the states’ designations of crimes requiring registration as a sex
offender. In Arkansas, for example, a person convicted of “distributing, possessing, or viewing
matter depicting sexually explicit conduct involving a child” or of “computer exploitation of a
child,” among many other crimes, must register as a sex offender.130 In Rhode Island, however,
only people who have been convicted of violent or aggravated sex offenses or who have been
designated “sexually violent predators” or recidivists must register.131 In Delaware, adult and
juvenile sex offenders must register; in Alabama, only adult (and not juvenile) sex offenders
must register.132 Because a capital offender in one state may not be one in another, and because
a person who must register as a sex offender in one state need not do so in another, maintaining
accurate voter rolls as people move from state to state would present nearly insurmountable
challenges under the Report’s recommendation.
Any rule other than one that restores voting rights to all citizens upon completion of
incarceration creates the opportunity for erroneous—and even malicious—purges of eligible
citizens from the voting rolls. Take for example the infamous purges of the Florida voter rolls of
supposedly ineligible felons. In 2000, Katherine Harris, who was both the Secretary of State and
the state co-chair of George W. Bush’s presidential campaign, implemented a program purging
any Florida voter whose name shared 80 percent of the letters of a name in a nationwide felon
database; a California felon named John Michaelson would cause an eligible Floridian named
John Michaels to be purged. Unsurprisingly, over half of those who appealed the purge after the
2000 election were deemed eligible.133 In 2004, the state again developed a now-discredited “list
of suspected felons” for the purpose of facilitating purges. Fortunately, the state was forced to
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withdraw that list before the election when it was revealed that the list included many citizens
who had never been convicted of a felony; included many whose voting rights had been restored;
and was racially biased, containing 22,000 African-Americans but only 61 Hispanics.134 These
problems would not have arisen had Florida law restored voting rights to its citizens upon release
from incarceration. In that case, one single agency—the department of corrections—would be
responsible for notifying the state’s chief election official both when people lost their rights upon
sentencing, and when they regained their rights upon release; any person who showed up at the
polls to vote would clearly be a person who was not in prison. Thus, the systems for purges and
restorations would be streamlined, avoiding the kinds of abuses much publicized in Florida. A
well-functioning system would inform election officials only of the names of all persons in
prison; others would not be rendered ineligible by a felony conviction.
The Commission missed an important opportunity to recommend that states
automatically restore the franchise to people with criminal convictions when they have served
their time in prison. This rule would: (1) strengthen our democracy by encouraging broader and
more equitable participation in electing our leaders; (2) encourage the rehabilitation of those
most in need of building connections to their communities; and (3) streamline the restoration
process by making the state departments of correction the exclusive sources of the relevant
information to be transmitted to election officials. Instead, the Report adopted a disappointing
and unworkable recommendation that the states should leave behind as they continue to move in
the right direction on this issue. For its part, Congress should pass legislation permitting people
with criminal convictions to vote in federal elections as soon as they are released from
incarceration.
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